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Abstract
Accurate and robust estimation of applied forces in
Robotic-Assisted Minimally Invasive Surgery is a
very challenging task. Many vision-based solutions
attempt to estimate the force by measuring the
surface deformation after contacting the surgical
tool. However, visual uncertainty, due to tool
occlusion, is a major concern and can highly affect
the results’ precision. In this paper, a novel design
of an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference strategy with
a voting step (V-ANFIS) is used to accommodate
with this loss of information. Experimental results
show a significant accuracy improvement from 50%
to 77% with respect to other proposals.
Keywords: soft computing, robotic-assisted
surgery, force estimation
1. Introduction
Robotic-Assisted minimally invasive surgery
(RAMIS) systems emerged from the need
to address some deficiencies associated with
traditional Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS) [1].
However, existing RAMIS Systems do not provide
haptic feedback, which means that surgeons lose
the sense of touch and that decreases their efficiency
and can result in collateral tissue damage [2]-[5].
Several studies have shown that haptic feedback
is able to increase the precision of telesurgery
by reducing trauma and interaction forces with
the tissue. It can also reduce the time needed to
complete the task while maintaining high accuracy
with less error [6]-[8].
Research for restoring haptic feedback in RAMIS
has mainly been focused on the development of
instrument-tissue force sensors that are located
at the distal end either close to, or on, the
instrument tip [9]-[11]. However biocompatibility
and sterilization constraints, size and high cost of
the devices, and the difficulty of adapting them
to the tool puts severe restrictions on their use
in real clinical environments [12], [13]. Therefore,
new methods, capable of avoiding the use of force
sensors, have recently become very prevalent.
Currently, estimation of the applied forces is
the most promising approach suitable for clinical
adoption. Some of the studies tackled the
issue by utilizing visual information during the
estimation process. In such approaches, visual
displacement of contact point is mapped into
an estimated force value taking into account
the physical properties of the deformable object.
For example, researchers in [14] and [15] used
image processing to map visual clues of contour
displacement into a haptic feedback estimate. In
3D simulated environments, researchers in [16]
used a combination of the extended Kalman
filter (EKF) and a Lyapunov-based adaptation
law to estimate applied forces. The use of 3D
nonlinear mass-spring-damper, along with snakes
based deformable visual tracking, was investigated
in [17]. Additionally, monocular endoscope images
were used in [18] to construct a virtual template
in which surface deformation can be modeled and
mapped into a force measure.
Although the existing vision-based approaches
offer robust and remote force estimation solutions,
they suffer from computational complexity and
limited accuracy [19]. In the search for more
accurate, robust and tractable solutions that allow
dealing with visual uncertainty, some researchers
have made use of soft computing techniques
to measure the tool-tissue force in real-time.
Karimirad et al. [20] introduced a Neural
Network (NN) model that, in conjunction with a
motion tracking algorithm, is capable of accurately
estimating the applied force to a 2D biological
cell. In a previous work [21], we presented a
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) approach for
3D force estimation in RAMIS scenarios. Results
showed improved accuracy compared to state of
the art approaches in 3D settings, and proved
the feasibility of using soft computing techniques.
Apart from NNs, Fuzzy logic theory is another soft
computing branch that has proven to be very useful
for designing disease specific and decision theoretic
expert systems for common diseases [22], [23].
Fuzzy logic and neural networks are
complementary paradigms and when brought
together can provide efficient intelligent systems.
Neuro-Fuzzy (NF) models incorporate the generic
advantages of artificial neural networks in modeling
imprecise data and qualitative knowledge as well
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Figure 1: Proposed scheme for the estimation of the
applied forces in RAMIS scenarios.
as transmission of uncertainty. One of the most
powerful types of NF systems is the Adaptive
Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) [24],
which has shown very good learning, classification,
diagnosis and prediction capabilities in different
medical diseases/applications [25]-[29]. In this work
a Voting-Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System
(V-ANFIS) approach is proposed to improve
force estimation in a RAMIS scenario. The use
of ANFIS will allow handling visual uncertainty
and occlusion problems to derive fast, robust
and accurate predictive model for estimating the
tool-tissue applied force. Moreover, the Voting
process will reduce the error that occurs at the
surrounding of the contact point and thereby
improve the final results. To our knowledge, the
work by Mozaffari et al. [30] is the only one
that uses ANFIS to model tool-tissue force in
RAMIS. However, that work presents three main
drawbacks compared to our proposed approach:
it simulates the tissue-surgical tool interaction
using the computationally complex finite element
method; it does not conduct 3D reconstruction,
rather it adds the third dimension of the tool
direction to the 2D simulation; and the test was
not conducted in real environment as the authors
only provide simulation results.
2. Deformation Structure
The setup for estimating the applied forces is
part of the robotic system given in Figure 1 in
which three main modules can be identified. The
first module is a vision-based approach in which
visual information is used to retrieve the observable
deformation on the tissue surface after applying
force. This information, together with time, is
the input to the second module, V-ANFIS, which
attempts to handle visual uncertainty and obtain
the final tissue surface displacements. Finally,
the third module is focused on estimating the
Figure 2: Tissue’s surface reconstruction is achieved
from the projection of the corresponding points of
the lattices defined on each stereo-pair image.
applied force, analyzing the relation between visual
information and kinematic variables and using the
capability of a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) on
doing temporal processing.
This paper is focused on the development of
the V-ANFIS approach. Since the proposed
approach attempts to handle visual uncertainty
on the reconstructed deformation structure, the
next subsection is devoted to explain how the
parametrization of the tissue surface is performed.
Specific functioning of the third module can be
found in [31].
2.1. Vision-Based Approach: Tissue Surface
Parametrization
Observable deformations on the tissue surface are
calculated using the visual information given by
a stereo camera. Consider a stereo-pair image
acquired at time t, where left and right images are
defined by Il : ΩIl → R2 and Ir : ΩIr → R2, and
where Ω(·) is the bounded image domain. Since the
surgeon is only interested in the zone to be repaired,
a region of interest is defined on the tissue surface
via a set of control points, P, which belongs to a
uniform lattice. Let Ll ∈ Ω′Il and Lr ∈ Ω′Ir be
the lattices defined on Il and Ir, respectively, where
Ω′(·) is a subdomain of Ω(·). The three-dimensional
lattice, L ∈ R3, is obtained from the projections of
the corresponding points of Ll ∈ R2 and Lr ∈ R2
(see Figure 2).
After that, the process for obtaining the changes
produced on the tissue surface, when a force
is applied, is defined as an energy minimization
problem in which the l2− regularized optimization
class is applied. The reason why this class
is used is twofold: the optimization process is
straightforward, i.e. the energy functional is
differentiable and derivatives are continuous, and
it demands low computational cost. Assuming
that the input images have been rectified, the
deformed structure is reconstructed by finding the
set of control points, P, in which an optimal
transformation is obtained by minimizing the
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Figure 3: Surface deformation as a result
of the force applied by surgical tool (left
side). Uncertainty zone zoomed-in displacements
over-time are also shown (right side).
following expression:
Edcr(Il(d(x;P) + x), Ir(x)) + γEpnl(d(x;P))
(1)
where Edcr is a discrepancy term that allows
measuring the level of alignment between Il and Ir;
Epnl is the penalization term that allows obtaining
a plausible transformation fulfilling Hadamard’s
postulate [32]; γ gives a balance between both
terms; and x is a vector. In order to carry out the
mapping, dm, at any position x, the tensor product
of basis splines, ξ(·), of degree n at d-dimensional
space are used as shown in Eq. 2:
dm(x;P) =
n∑
j1=0
...
n∑
jd=0
contol points︷ ︸︸ ︷
Pj1,...,jd
d∏
k=1
ξk(xk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
tensor product
(2)
Detailed explanation of the parametrization of the
tissue’s surface can be found in our previous works
[33], [34].
3. Handling Visual Uncertainty
Uncertainty abounds in every phase of computer
vision. Therefore, for a computer vision system to
be robust, it must have at its disposal the machinery
allowing vagueness representation. Moreover, from
a theoretical point of view, the techniques used
during the system development must anticipate
vagueness effects in order to obtain a correct
interpretation of the results [35]. In the problem at
hand, while displacements on the tissue surface can
be accurately retrieved using visual information,
a challenging problem appears when part of the
target is occluded by the surgical instrument. These
occlusions entail lack of knowledge and information
about a portion of tissue which must be retrieved
(see Figure 3).
In this work, the problem of recovering the lost
observable deformation in a period of time, when
the camera is blocked, is addressed by using the
so called V-ANFIS approach. V-ANFIS is the
Figure 4: Architecture of the proposed V-ANFIS
approach to handle visual uncertainty.
combination of a voting process and the ANFIS
soft computing hybrid strategy. For a better
understanding of the proposed V-ANFIS algorithm,
first a set of conventions and assumptions are
presented.
CP: contact point between the tissue surface and
surgical tool. This is the point having the
largest displacement, in Z-direction, within the
three-dimensional lattice L ∈ R3.
F(t) ∈ R− ∪ {0}: force applied on CP and
propagated through L.
GP: geometric information provided by a robot
manipulator about the end effector point.
NPi: i − th neighboring point that has direct
connection with CP and belongs to L.
C: combination matrix used to carry out a
pair-search which identifies points that need
correction.
Observation 1 Note that forces are applied in Z−
direction, which allows making the assumption that
neighboring points should have equal displacements.
The equal neighboring points’ displacements
assumption in observation 1 is useful to find points
that have error over time. A discordance between
the points will tell us which points should be
corrected. In other words, we assign displacement
value, to all points, based on the concordance of the
majority.
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Algorithm 1 - Voting Process
Input: Set of control points P
Output: i− th NP′ displacements
1: NP← identify_neighboring_points(P);
2: i← Number of neighboring points
3: Bc ← Binomial_coefficient(i, 2)
4: C← Combinations matrix
5: while stereo-pair image available do
6: NP′ ← current NP displacement values
7: if all values in NP′ are equal then
8: Preserve NP′
9: else
10: C′ ← assign current displacement values
11: Adiff ← abs_diff_pair_element(C′);
12: if ∃ pair-agreement in Adiff then
13: NP′ ← search_assing_points(C);
14: else if @ pair-agreement in Adiff then
15: diffmin ← min_value(Adiff);
16: NP′ ← update according to diffmin
17: return NP′
3.1. V-ANFIS Strategy
The visual uncertainty problem is tackled in this
paper using a strategy that we call V-ANFIS.
This is divided into two main steps. The former
is a voting process that allows decreasing the
neighboring points error using combinatorial and
agreement processes. The latter is a prediction step
based on the ANFIS properties, in which the main
idea is to estimate the lost information, when an
occlusion occurs at contact point, using patterns of
the available data.
In order to deal with the propagated uncertainty
around the contact point, CP, the neighboring
points go through a voting process. This process
is explained in Algorithm 1 and the following
definitions are given for clarification.
Definition 1 Let i be a positive integer denoting
the number of neighboring points, Bc =
(
i
b
)
the binomial coefficient, and C the combinations
matrix, having b columns, and Bc rows. Then, a
pair-element is a combination in C.
Definition 2 (Pair-agreement). Given a
pair-element in C, we say that it fulfills the
pair-agreement condition if and only if at current
time both points have the same value.
Once uncertainty has been taken into account,
the prediction of the applied forces is carried out
using an Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System
(ANFIS). ANFIS [24] is an approach that combines
the benefits of both Fuzzy Systems (semantic
transparency) and Neural Networks (adaptability).
In addition, ANFIS offers a better learning step
that converges faster than using just NN, does not
require a bigger training set, and provides better
interpretation of the internal process. It also has
an equivalent functionality to a Fuzzy Inference
Figure 5: Experimental platform used to validate
the proposed approach.
System (FIS) in which a set of if−then rules are
used [24]. Specifically, in this work we use the
capability of ANFIS as universal approximator [38],
in which mathematical proof involves looking the
Stone-Weierstrass theorem [39].
The ANFIS architecture used in this work is
illustrated in Figure 4, in which N inputs are
given. In Layer 1 (L1), the fuzzification layer, the
membership grade of the input variables is specified
using a gaussian function, µ(·), expressed as:
µS
i
j(xi) = exp
−1
2
(
xi − cij
σij
)2 (3)
where c denotes the center and σ the adjustable
width of the Gaussian. Here, i and j stand
for the i−neuron and j−rule, while Sij are the
regions of the input space partitioning. In this
work, we use scatter partition since it is well-known
by its effective performance in comparison with
other approaches [37]. It also avoids both the
dimensionality problem and data interpretability
degradation. The output of this layer, yL1 , is
written as follows:
yL1ij = µSij(xi) for i = 1, ..., N ; j = 1, ..., N2 (4)
where N refers to the number of input variables
and N2 the number of rules. Layer 2 (L2) is
a set of neurons in which the product operator,
AND, is used to obtain the belief strength, i.e. the
firing strength, of the rules. The output, yL2 , is
calculated as:
yL2j =
N2∏
i=1
yL1ij (5)
In Layer 3, the normalization of the firing strengths
are obtained as:
yL3j =
yL2j∑N2
n2=1 y
L2
n2
for j = 1, ..., N2 (6)
The fourth layer executes the consequent part of
the fuzzy rules. Its output, yL4j , is a function of
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the significant improvement when V-ANFIS is applied.
the consequent parameters, f(·), and the previous
output layer expressed as:
yL4j = y
L3
j fj(xi) (7)
Finally, ANFIS’s output, yL5 , is a single node which
sums up the outputs of the previous layer.
yL5 =
N2∑
j=1
yL4j (8)
Working under the assumption that geometric
information, GP, provides accurate values, it is
used as the ground truth during the training phase.
4. Experimental Results
A realistic scenario has been used to analyze
our approach, this, together with simulated tests,
validate the viability and efficacy of our proposed
approach. A pair of stereo-cameras (IDS) and
a robot manipulator (Sta¨ubli RX60B) have been
employed as part of our scenario. Moreover,
an artificial tissue, with the same mechanical
properties of soft human tissues, is used. To
compare our proposed approach with a realistic
force measure, an ATI Gamma force sensor is added
to the robotic manipulator (see Figure 5).
Accurate estimation of the observed deformable
tissue displacement is very important in order to
improve the applied force estimation. Thus, we
proposed the use of a voting process to reduce the
error that occurs at the neighboring points. Figure
6 shows the displacement values at neighboring
points with and without applying the voting
process. Zoomed in views show the significant
improvement after applying the voting step, which
brings the displacements of all neighboring points
into a complete agreement.
To evaluate the overall accuracy of our approach,
we recorded three different readings of the
displacement value at contact point. The first
reading corresponds to the real displacement, i.e.
Geometric information, obtained from the robot
manipulator. The second and third readings were
estimated by applying the visual approach with
and without the V-ANFIS. Figure 7, left side,
shows a plot comparing the recorded displacement
values. We can see that applying V-ANFIS brings
the estimated values closer to the real-geometric
measure. This assertion can be better appreciated
in the four zoomed-in plots at right side of Figure
7. Moreover, the absolute error between the real
measure and the readings is illustrated in Figure
8. Needless to say that V-ANFIS outperformed the
other two alternatives and successfully reduced the
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absolute error of the samples from 2 mm to less than
0.2 mm.
Since the goal is to find those membership
functions (MFs) that best fit our data, the learned
MFs after training are shown in Figure 9, initial
ones were defined by a scatter partition. Finally,
the real force measures, given by the sensor, and
the estimated measures, given by V-ANFIS+RNN,
are shown in Figure 10. As can be appreciated,
the reported force measures provide an excellent
approximation with respect to the real ones, which
proves the effectiveness of the proposed approach. It
is worth mentioning that we displayed a 45 seconds
time window as it clearly illustrates the algorithm’s
performance and shows that while t→∞, the error
does not increase and remains stable. Nonetheless,
the stability of our approach was validated in longer
recordings from 1140 sec. to 1560 sec.
Besides improving the displacement estimation
and having in mind that our ultimate aim is to
improve the estimated force and bring it closer to
the target values, we have checked the effect of
V-ANFIS in the applied force estimation. Table
1 shows the root mean square error (RMS), in
regards to force estimation, of our approach along
with errors reported by previous studies. The
RMS error of our approach is 0.0315, which shows
Table 1: Performance analysis of existing and
proposed approaches.
Method RMS Error(N) % Imp.
Yip et al. [9] 0.13 75.77
Aviles et al. [21] 0.0627 49.76
Faragasso et al. [11] 0.1355 76.75
Noohi et al. [18] 0.07 55
Our Approach 0.0315 −
that it outperforms all the other approaches under
comparisons. Moreover, it is worth mentioning
that our approach offers a significant percentage
of improvement, ranging from about 50% to 77%.
These observations prove that handling visual
uncertainty has a positive impact and ultimately
improves the applied force estimation.
5. Conclusions
During robotic assisted surgeries, both robustness
and accuracy are of great importance. Therefore,
even slight uncertainty in the retrieved visual
information may result in life hazards. Based
on such considerations, in this study, a novel
design of a soft computing based prediction model
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was developed. The proposed model, V-ANFIS,
combines the predictive capabilities of adaptive
neuro-fuzzy inference systems with the corrective
benefits of agreements and combinatorial processes.
The superior performance of the proposed
approach, compared to existing techniques, is
demonstrated through experiments conducted on
a realistic environment. Observations showed a
reduction on absolute error of retrieved surface
displacement from 2mm to as little as 0.2mm.
Furthermore, when compared to existing
approaches reported for force estimation, the
addition of V-ANFIS to the proposed system
provided a favorable percentage of improvement
ranging from about 50% to 77%. These results
confirm that soft computing can effectively handle
visual uncertainty and offers a cost-effective
solution.
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